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Jules And Jim
Nada Surf

                               -NADA SURF-

                              Jules and Jim

   

        Here are the chords for this great tune:

         D---------(x00232)
         Asus2-----(x02230)
         Em7-------(022030)
         G1--------(3X0023) to G---(3X0033) (do a little hammer on) 
         Em--------(022000)
         Bm--------(x24432)
         A---------(002220)

   
      Intro:  (play it also at the end of the chorus).

                                    
        e[---------------------------0--------------2-------------]         
        B[------3--0-----------------0--------------3-------------]         
        G[------2--0--2--0--0--------0--------------0-------------]         
        D[---0--------4--2--0--0-----2-LET-RING-----0--LET RING---] X 2        
        A[---------------------2-----2----------------------------]        
        E[---------------------------0----------------------------]

      
       Verse:
      
                     D       Asus2      Em7   G1  G
               The speed at which you move
                     D             Asus2  Em7
               It s weird how you never lose
               G1       G  D                   Asus2
               What can I do when I m next to you?

       Chorus:

             Em      Bm                     G      D
              I am lost in my mind when you go to sleep



              Em      Bm                    G      D
              I am lost in my mind when you go to sleep

       Verse: (play the same as the first time)

              You gape and lose sight
              Even under the northern lights
              Under the midnight sun well my thoughts still run

       Chorus: (play the same as the first time)

              I am lost in my mind when you go to sleep
              I am lost in my mind when you go to sleep

       Bridge:

             A
              Never felt such a pull before
                 G      D         G      A
              I m hypnotized I m destabilized

            * I am Jules and Jim I m me and him    *(PLAY HERE THE INTRO
                                                    RIFF)
            * I am all three I am Katharine

              I am lost in my mind when you go to sleep
              I am lost in my mind when you go to sleep

              Never felt such a pull before
              I m hypnotized I m -
              Never felt such a pull before
              I m paralyzed I m destabilized
              I am Jules and Jim I m me and him
              I am all three I am Katharine
              I am all three I am Katharine
              I am all three I am Katharine
   
     

        HOPE YOU LIKE IT. PLEASE, DONÂ´T FORGET TO RATE IT.


